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WHEAT
Wheat started the short week mixed with Mpls opening with 
gains, while selling continued to dominate the winter what 
exchanges.  Reports that China was able to sell 439,698 MT 
(20% of the amount available for auction) of its state reserve 
wheat was bearish.  The winter wheat exchanges continued to 
see pressure from Friday’s USDA reports.  The reports were 
a double whammy for wheat as both the S&D numbers and 
Acreage Estimate were negative.  Losses were limited by the 
morning’s export shipments estimate, which put last week’s 
shipments at the high end of estimates.  In the end, wheat 
struggled with selling tied to Friday’s report.  Technically wheat 
is at or near recent lows.

On Wednesday, wheat traded with small gains overnight and 
that strength spilled over into the day session.  Technical buying 
was the main driver with support spilling over from a strong 
corn market.  Light rains fell over parts of the Southern Plains, 
but amounts and coverage were less than expected.  The lack 
of snow cover and recent frigid temps have resulted declining 
conditions for the winter wheat crop.  Although planted acreage 
was higher than expected in last week’s report, it would not be a 
surprise to see abandonment increase due to the dry conditions.

Thursday’s session saw wheat higher in the overnight session 
with early support spilling over from Wednesday’s strong 
performance.  Early support came from the morning’s Drought 
Monitor map, which showed another increase in areas with 
drought conditions.  The High Plains currently have 82.7% 
of their area in some stage of drought, up 1% from last week.  

The South has 76.9% of their area in some stage of drought, 
up 3% from last week.  Of the major wheat producing states, 
KS and OK have 100% of their area in some stage of drought, 
CO has 99%, TX has 79%.  

Light support came from reports the EU planted the lowest 
amount of wheat acres in six years due to heavy rains that kept 
producers out of the field.  A weaker US dollar also added 
support to wheat, as the dollar is at its lowest level since Dec. 
14. Mpls wheat was under pressure from estimates calling for 
spring wheat acres to be at 14.19 million, an increase of 800,000 
from last year.  In export news, Japan bought 24,160 MT of US 
wheat in their weekly tender.  

Mar MW support is at $6.05 and resistance is at $6.33

Last week’s wheat export shipments pace was estimated at 13.5 
MB and sales were at 5.6 MB.  After 32 weeks, wheat shipments 
were at 57% of USDA’s expectations while sales are at 74% of 
expectations (vs the 5-year average of 78%).  With 20 weeks left 
in wheat’s export marketing year, shipments need to average 
20.9 MB and sales need to average 12.6 MB to make USDA’s 
projection of 975 MB.

For the week, Mar MW was at $6.085 down 4.5 cents, Mar 
Chicago was at $4.2275 up 2.25 cents, and Mar KC was at 
$4.275 up 1.25 cents.



CORN
Corn began the short week by opening the overnight 
session with strength, slipped to trade steady throughout 
most of the session, and then managed to rally higher 
into the close.  Early selling was tied to Friday’s bearish 
USDA Crop Production report.  But corn was helped 
by strength from a stronger soybean complex, as well 
as support from reports that Brazil will likely see less 
acres of second crop corn due to the late planting of 
soybeans.  Gains were trimmed after the release of 
USDA’s export inspections estimate, which put last 
week’s corn shipments pace below expectations.  In the 
end short covering and the lack of farmer selling added 
support to corn.  Trading continues to be thin with the 
day’s trading range being three cents.  Technically corn 
is sitting at recent lows, and is oversold and in need of 
a correction to help clean up the oversold condition.

In Wednesday’s session, corn traded in a tight one cent 
trading range overnight, but broke loose during the day 
session and led the grains to higher ground.  Traders 
are watching South American weather with interest, and 
so far Argentina’s weather has been supportive, with 
forecasts calling for hot, dry conditions over the next 10 
days.  Light support came from technical buying, as well 
as from profit taking.  End users are starting to become 
a little more aggressive on buying as piles dry up and 
farmer selling remains slow.  South Korea bought 137 
TMT of option origin corn today (likely either US or 
South American).

On Thursday, corn traded lower throughout the session.  
It seemed like corn did not have any strength left 
after yesterday’s strong performance.  An increase in 
farmer selling was noted as once cash corn hit $3.00, 
producers started to sell.  Losses were kept in check by 
reports Taiwan was in and bought 65 TMT of corn.  
Additional support was due to strong ethanol demand 

as last week’s ethanol production was at estimated at 1.061 
million barrels, up 6.5% from last week and up 0.7% from 
last year.  Ethanol stocks also saw another increase, now 
estimated at 22.7 million barrels, up 0.1% from last week 
and 7.7% from last year.  A private analyst estimated 2018 
corn acres at 90.1 million, down only 100,000 acres from 
last year, which at this point seems high.

Mar corn support is at $3.455 and resistance is at $3.53

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was estimated at 
23.0 MB and corn sales were at 74.3 MB.  After 19 weeks, 
corn shipments were at 25% of USDA’s expectations while 
sales are at 59% of expectations (vs the 5-year average of 
61%).  With 33 weeks left in corn’s export marketing year, 
shipments need to average 44.0 MB and sales need to 
average 23.7 MB to make USDA’s projections of 1.925 BB.

For the week, Mar corn was at $3.525 up 6.25 cents.
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans started the week by continuing Friday’s gains and 
closing higher on decent export shipment numbers and a 
record Dec. crush number.  Dec crush came in at 166.38 MB, 
higher than trade expectations. Stocks were also higher than 
expected at 1.538 billion pounds.  Harvest is getting off to a 
slow start in the Mato Grosso region of Brazil at 1.2% complete 
vs 5.3% at this time last year (and rains are in the forecast).  
Rains fell over a wide area of Argentina over the weekend, but 
amounts varied greatly.  Current forecasts are calling for the 
next week to 10 days to be hot and dry, especially in central 
and southern Argentina.  Technical buying helped to push 
soybeans higher on Friday after soybeans traded to lows not 
seen since Aug and that spilled over into Tuesday’s session.

On Wednesday, soybeans were soft in the overnight session 
with most contracts on either side of unchanged.  But selling 
took hold and soybeans sold off.  By midsession soybeans 
were posting as much as eight cent losses.  Profit taking was 
the main reason for the selling pressure as soybeans have 
seen decent gains recently.  Weather forecasts for Argentina 
are once again conflicting, with one calling for rain while the 
other is calling for hot dry conditions for the next 10 days.  
Updated forecasts at noon showed a little drier forecast and 
that helped soybeans start to trim losses.  Light support also 
came from reports of an unknown destination buying 130 
TMT of 2018 soybeans.  By the close, technical buying and 
profit taking had combined with spill over support from the 
stronger corn complex to push soybeans to a steady close.

Thursday’s session saw soybeans closing higher on short term 
forecasts of dry conditions in Argentina.  Long range (16-30 
day) forecasts for South America show wetter conditions for 
Brazil (which could slow harvest) and hot and dry conditions 
for Argentina.  With the planting window coming to an end 
in Argentina, thoughts are planted acre totals will need to 
be reduced again.  Currently 96.7% of soybean planting is 
complete, which is also leading to lower production estimates, 

with some officials as low as 50 MMT vs USDA’s 56 MMT.  
Brazilian farmer selling of this year’s soybean crop is running 
behind average, with the Mato Grosso region at 42% sold vs. 
55% average at this time.  Meal is still the leader of the soybean 
complex, trading to its highest level since Dec 15, with increasing 
DDG prices adding support.

Mar soybean support is at $9.445 and resistance is at $9.83.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 
45.2 MB and sales were estimated at 45.6 MB.  After 19 weeks, 
soybean shipments were at 52% of USDA’s expectations while 
sales are at 73% of expectations (vs the 5-year average of 83%).  
With 33 weeks left in soybean’s export marketing year, shipments 
need to average 31.1 MB and sales need to average 17.9 MB to 
make USDA’s projections of 2.225 BB.

For the week, Mar soybeans were at $9.7725 up 16.75 cents.
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CATTLE
Cattle were able to push higher every session during this short 
week.  Tuesday started with cattle trading on both sides of the 
fence.  Early selling spilled over from expectations that current 
supplies of beef are adequate to meet short term demand.  Demand 
remains strong, but has slowed down from summer due to the fact 
that beef is not the meat of choice this time of year.  Light support 
was due to buying from traders who were trying to bring cash and 
futures more in line with each other as futures are at a discount 
to cash.  By midsession cattle had found their groove as live cattle 
posted limit up gains during the session.  The front month Feb hit 
limit up at one point, but slipped to end the session just off limit 
levels.  Buy orders were uncovered pushing cattle into buy stops, 
accelerating the gains.  Technical buying started the run while an 
improving cash trade finished the push.  

Cash bids were reported at $119.75 on the FCE Auction with reports 
of 108 head out of the 304 head offered being sold.  Country cash 
bids remained at $118.  Look for the live cattle market to hold 
modest strength through late Feb to early March.  Supplies will 
remain tight through Feb, but a flush of cattle should come to 
town by late April.

Feeder cattle put in a better performance this week than expected.  
With corn holding strength it seemed likely feeders would see a sell 
off.  But that was not the case.  Strength from the stronger live cattle 

market and technical buying all joined in to help feeder cattle rally 
back to resistance levels.  This is a market that we do not expect to 
hold its gains.  Short term supplies should continue to be abundant 
as producers continue to move yearlings out of the backgrounding 
lots and into the feedlots.  Look for the feeder cattle market to make 
one more drop in Jan.  

Thursday’s cash feeder cattle index is at $146.47, a $2.70 discount to 
futures, and with only a week left before Jan expires, the two need 
to converge.

For the week, Feb live cattle was at $121.90 up $4.525 while Jan 
feeders were at $147.95 up $3.60.
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola began the week by closing with losses on both Monday 
and Tuesday.  Early selling was tied to reports of ample supplies 
of available canola, especially since end user demand has 
started to see a decline.  Light selling was tied to a stronger 
Canadian dollar.  But losses were kept in check by a stronger 
US soybean complex.

Canola closed with small gains on Wednesday.  Canola followed 
the US soybean complex, starting the session off lower but 
ending with modest gains.  Early selling was tied to the lower 
US soybean complex and profit taking.  Light pressure came 
from conflicting weather forecasts for SA.  But once the US 
soybean complex pushed higher, canola followed.

Canola closed higher again on Thursday, following the higher 
soybean market. Canola was also supported by a weaker 
Canadian dollar and a lack of farmer selling.  Gains were 
limited by losses in the veg oil markets.

Mar canola support is at $485.00 and resistance is at $503.00

Thursday’s cash canola bids in Velva were at $17.79 and 
sunflower bids in Fargo were at $17.60.

For the week, Mar canola was up $5.00 at $496.00 Canadian.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Corn 2016 Corn 2017

% Sold Sold Date % Sold Sold Date
10% $4.08 Dec 5/26/16 15% $3.95 Dec 4/13/17
20% $4.38 Dec 6/15/16 10% $4.05 Dec 6/7/17
20% $3.65 Mar 1/17/17
25% $3.85 Jul 6/7/17
75% 25%

Soybeans 2016 Soybeans 2017
15% $9.28 Nov 3/29/16 10% $10.15 Nov 11/22/16
15% $9.95 Nov 4/20/16 25% $9.33 Nov 10/12/17
20% $11.38 Nov 6/15/16 40% $10.20 Mar 12/6/17
25% $10.70 Mar 1/17/17
25% $10.20 Mar 12/6/17

         100%           75%
Wheat 2016 Wheat 2017

10% $5.05 Dec MW 9/23/16 15% $5.65 Sept MW 5/1/17
20% $5.89 Mar MW 1/17/17 10% $6.05 Sept MW 6/7/17
15% $5.65 July MW 5/1/17 10% $6.35 Sept MW 6/14/17
20% $6.05 Sept MW 6/7/17
10% $6.35 Sept MW 6/14/17
75% 35%



CROP INSURANCE

Upcoming Crop Insurance and Market Update 
Meetings:

Jan 22 - Bismarck, ND

Jan 23 - Dickinson, ND

Feb 6 - Jamestown, ND

Feb 6 - New Rockford, ND (rescheduled)

Feb 8 - Fargo, ND

Feb 19 - Roseau, MN

Feb 20 - East Grand Forks, MN

For more details, see http://martinsonag.com/events

Production Reporting Reminder:

The production reporting deadline is April 29.  However, 
if you send us your production now, we will have more 
accurate premium quotes for you in March.

Also remember that if you have comingled production or do 
not have soft records (load logs, precision farming records, 
etc.) to establish production by section, you must let your 
agent know and the APH database must show “PA” for 
pro-rated production.

If you comingled production and the “PA” code is missing, 
you will be given assigned yields in the event of an audit.
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Dry Bean and Dry Pea Harvest Prices Released:

If you have RP coverage and the harvest price is lower than 
the projected (spring) price, you can be over your guarantee 
and still possibly have a revenue loss.

Crop   Proj. Price Harvest Price

Dry Beans:

Black   $0.26  $0.26

Dark Red Kidney $0.36  $0.34

Pea (Navy)  $0.27  $0.24

Pinto   $0.27  $0.21

Dry Peas:

Sm. Green/Yellow $0.11  $0.12

Lentil   $0.25  $0.25

Small Kabuli  $0.22  $0.32

Large Kabuli  $0.30  $0.34 
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